Instructions

1. Extend the three legs for the stand to sit properly.
2. Rotate and lock the bottom ring to secure the three legs.
3. Pull out retractable extension.
4. Lock/unlock operation using top (ribbed) secure ring.
5. The Easi-Speak™ holder (B) firmly clips onto the top of the Easi-Speak™ stand. Easi-Speak™ Pro does not require the holder but should clip directly on to the top of the stand. Once clipped into place you can swivel the head to the required position for use.

Safety Instructions

- Fit the Easi-Speak™ properly to the adapter.
- The stand base is quite small for this compact design, be careful not to push the Easi-Speak™ microphone especially when it is standing tall.

Visit our website to write a product review or to find a store near you.